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VLBI continuum calibration
Getting your hands dirty



This tutorial is a summary. It is strongly recommended to use the original DARA EVN 
tutorial in the link for a full VLBI calibration tutorial.
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All calibration steps (tomorrow!)

Online materials:  
Gitea repository
DARA EVN continuum tutorial

https://code.jive.eu/bemmel/ERIS_VLBI
https://www.jb.man.ac.uk/DARA/unit4/Workshops/EVN_continuum_part_1.html


Within JIVE we have developed a Jupyter-CASA interface, allowing users to calibrate 
their data in a Jupyter environment.
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Jupyter-CASA interface



In this plenary tutorial we will focus on the fringe fitting step. A precalibrated dataset 
has been provided, as well as the Tsys and gain-curve calibration tables required. 
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This tutorial

1. Inspect a VLBI dataset (listobs, plotms)
2. Find a good scan
3. Fringefit
4. If time: inspect & apply the calibration tables 
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This tutorial

Preparations:
• Have the materials downloaded from Gitea
• Make sure you type git pull before starting
• Go into the Plenary folder
• Launch CASA

You can execute every command in a WHITE BOX
(beware of plotms!)

https://code.jive.eu/bemmel/ERIS_VLBI


These are the default paramteres for listobs. It is recommended to write the output 
to file to ensure you have this for future reference.
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1. Inspecting your data

CASA task listobs



Can you tell if this is a phase referencing experiment or not?
How many sources are there?
What is the frequency setup?
How many antennas participated?
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listobs(vis='n14c3_TY_GC_flags.ms/')
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The plot clearly shows this is a phase referencing experiment, as shown in the 
lecture. In this case the phase calibrator is also bright enough to correct for the 
instrumental delay.
This experiment has two pairs of target-phasecal, in principle one instrumental delay 
correction is enough for the entire experiment, but you can also split the experiment 
into two and handle each separately.
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plotms(vis='n14c3_TY_GC_flags.ms/’, <…>, …)



For the instrumental delay calibration we need a bright point source.
What to do if your phasecal is resolved? In CASA you can calibrate using a source 
model.
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2. Selecting a calibration scan

• Bright source
• Middle of the observation
• Single scan for the instrumental delay correction
• Verify:
• All antennas present
• Stable phases in time/freq
• No weird stuff in amplitudes



Data for EF baselines only: this looks OK, though there is a selection of points that are 
clearly higher than the average in each integration. This is due to the JodrellBank (JB) 
station.
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Again the higher data are the JB observations, but they look OK. So scaling the 
amplitudes in the self-calibration may fix this.
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The phases on a single baseline look good. The spectral windows are clearly offset 
from each other, but within each the phase is continuous.
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Colour is the different spectral windows, two per polarization. Phases are quite stable 
within this scan, so it is good for fringe fitting.
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Fringe fitting is done to calculate the instrumental delay also known as single band 
delay
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3. Fringe fitting

CASA task: fringefit

• Requires:
• Single scan on bright target
• Select middle timerange of the scan, ~1-2 minutes
• Select a reference antenna
• Always set parang = True for VLBI
• Instrumental delay: zerorates=true



The solutions calculated by the task will be written to a calibration table
Important parameters here are the gaintable, gainfield, zerorates and parang.
To get the highest quality data, take a short interval in the middle of a scan (1 minute 
or so)
As interferometry does not have an absolute zero point for phase, we need a 
reference antenna too
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Selecting a reference antenna for the EVN: we usually pick Effelsberg (EF). We are not 
limited to one reference antenna, the parameter accepts a string and goes through 
the list in the order provided. So in this example, EF is chosen first, if there is no data 
for EF the task will try Torun (TR). And if there is no data for TR either it will try Onsala
(ON). 
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Selecting a reference antenna

• For EVN: use Effelsberg (EF)
• Biggest dish
• Well behaved meta-data
• Central in the array

• The parameter accepts a string, e.g.
refant = “EF,TR,ON”

• If not sure: use CASA task plotants



An important aspect of CASA is that each task does on-the-fly calibration. Before 
fringe fitting the system temperature and gain curve corrections are applied, then the 
fringefit task will work with those calibrated data to calculate the phase and delay 
solutions. The docallib parameter refers to the use of calibration libraries, which we 
do not use, so it can be set to False. The order of the gaintables is irrelevant, CASA 
will always apply them in the correct order.
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On-the-fly calibration

• docallib = False
• gaintable=[‘n14c3_ERIS.tsys’,’n14c3_
ERIS.gcal’]
• interp=[‘nearest,nearest’,’nearest’]



These are all the settings you want for the instrumental delay correction. 
Caltable: can be any name of your choice. I use the experiment name, and an 
extension that tells me what type of calibration it is. You can think up your own 
system, whatever works to ensure you will know what’s in the table in a year from 
now.
Timerange: this is the middle minute of scan, the data we just looked at
Solint: as we want all the data for a single solution, we set the interval to ‘inf’
Minsnr: for the instrumental delay you want really good solutions, and you should 
have a bright source. A value of 50 ensures that the data are sufficient quality, but if 
you find antennas having values between 50 and 100 you may want to check what’s 
happening there.
Zerorates: we only need a delay solutions, so we force the rates to be set to 0. 
Corrdepflags: in case a station has only a single polarization, this will keep that data if 
set to True. When set to False, single-polarization data will be flagged entirely and the 
data will be lost for further calibration.
Parang: always, always, always use parallactic angle correction for VLBI calibration
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All fringefit parameters
fringefit(vis='n14c3_TY_GC_flags.ms/’, 

caltable='n14c3_ERIS.sbd’,
timerange='13:53:20.0~13:54:20.0’,
solint='inf’, 
refant='EF’,
minsnr=50,
zerorates=True,
corrdepflags=True, 
gaintable=['n14c3_ERIS.gcal’, n14c3_ERIS.tsys’],
interp=['nearest','nearest,nearest’],
parang=True

)



When there is no calibration information for a visibility, you will get a warning. This 
will happen frequently and is normal.
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4. Inspect the results

This is normal, don’t worry!



In the logger, check the SNR for the solutions. These will be provided for each 
polarization, each spectral window and each antenna. These values look fine, in the 
case of antenna 6 and 10 for correlation 0 there are no data, so SNR=0. If an antenna 
has very low SNR, you want to inspect the data further.
Another value to check is the number of iterations, for a bright source and 
instrumental delay calibration this number should be small, a few to 10-ish iterations 
is OK.
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4. Inspect the results



When fringefit is done it produces a success rate. It expected one solution per 
spectral window, attemted one and succeeded. This is the case for all spectral 
windows, which is good.
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4. Inspect the results



First inspect the CASA logger output, then plot the solutions.
The delay is typically in the order of nano-seconds. The colours are the stations, and 
you can see that some stations have somewhat higher values, but these are 
consistently high for all spectral windows.
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Plot the calibration table

CASA task plotms
Instead of MS, use 
calibration table as vis



Plotms can not only handle visibility data, it also plots calibration tables.
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Plot the calibration table

plotms(vis='n14c3_ERIS.sbd’,
xaxis='freq’,
yaxis='delay’,
coloraxis='antenna1')



As a final check, apply the solutions to the data and verify that the calibrated phases 
for the selected timerange are corrected: they should be flat and around zero degrees 
for all baselines.
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5. Apply the calibration

CASA task applycal

Creates CORRECTED_DATA column in your MS

• Add all available calibration tables
• Set the interpolation
• Set parang=True

• To clean-up a calibration: task clearcal
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5. Apply the calibration

applycal(vis='n14c3_TY_GC_flags.ms/’,
gaintable=['n14c3_ERIS.gcal','n14c3_ERIS.tsys', 
'n14c3_ERIS.sbd’],
interp=['nearest', 'nearest,nearest', 'nearest’],
parang=True,
flagbackup=False
)



This should give a plot with all the phases around 0 for all spectral windows. If you 
change ‘corrected’ to ‘data’ you can see the difference between calibrated and 
uncalibrated phases.
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Plot the calibrated phases

plotms(vis='n14c3_TY_GC_flags.ms’,
xaxis='freq’,
yaxis='phase’,
ydatacolumn=‘corrected’,
timerange='13:53:20~13:54:20’,
antenna='EF’,
coloraxis='baseline’,
correlation='LL’,
averagedata=True, 
avgtime='120’

)


